
 

Attend this Foundational Workshop! 
 

This three (half day) virtual workshop integrates class-
room and on-site experiences at a host facility to build 
upon the knowledge and experience gained in the    
DISCOVER EXCELLENCE* workshop. It takes you    
deeper into the Shingo Model™ by focusing on the   
principles identified in the Enterprise Alignment         
dimension: 

• Think Systemically 

• Create Constancy of Purpose 

• Create Value for the Customer 

To succeed, organizations must develop management 
systems that align work and behaviors with principles 
and direction in ways that are simple, comprehensive, 
actionable, and standardized. Organizations must get 
results, and creating value for customers is ultimately 
accomplished through the effective alignment of every 
value stream in an organization. The ENTERPRISE 
ALIGNMENT workshop continues the discussion around 
defining ideal behaviors and the systems that drive 
them. 

*DISCOVER EXCELLENCE is a prerequisite to this work-
shop. 

Upcoming Workshop: 

Dates: 28-30 September 2021   

Timezone: US/Europe    Format: Virtual   

Price:  US$1,350 / UK£1,100 / EUΦ1,200 
Book three or more places and receive a 10% discount 

 
 

 

 

Why train with S A Partners 
With Five Shingo Award winning  
publications,  six certified trainers and  
two assessors we are a great choice for 
Shingo Workshops.  We deliver each of 
the workshops in three different  
timezones, virtually and at host sites.    

Workshops are deliberately small to  
ensure every attendee gets the support 
they need.   

A free coaching session is also available 
to every attendee. 

We pride ourselves on our ability to make 
all our workshops interactive,  
enjoyable and memorable.   

Together, the power to improve 
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Host Company: Utah Transit Authority, Salt Lake City, USA 

The Utah Transit Authority strengthens and connects communities enabling individuals to pursue a fuller 
life with greater ease and convenience by leading through partnering, planning, and wise investment of 
physical, economic, and human resources. UTA provides an integrated system of innovative, accessible 
and efficient public transportation services that contribute to increased access to opportunities and a 
healthy environment for all people of the Wasatch region, USA.  

What previous attendees think of S A Partners Virtual Shingo Workshops 

Richard has crushed it in two out of two sessions. A 100% strike rate of excellence, and I wouldn’t 
expect anything less. Sincere thanks for yet another outstanding session 

There was no down-side to it being run virtually and it was facilitated excellently. I don’t have a 
preference and would happily attend a virtual workshop again. 

High degree of openness, expertise, and willingness to listen, learn and improve demonstrated by 

Excellent facilitation showed humility and encouraged great conversation as well as calling a 
spade a spade when required. 

Outstanding course. All my team were pumped yet exhausted at the end of each day and to do that 
virtually was a credit to his facilitation skills. 

Excellent Facilitator, brought valuable experience and was open to sharing useful and applicable 
information at all appropriate times. 

High Degree of Openness, positivity and expertise. Capable of answering any subject matter questions 
in a practical and inspiring way and translating theory into application in a seamless manner.  

Excellent facilitator and extremely experienced. 

This was an excellent course, really enjoyed it. 

In these challenging times, S A partners managed the transition from offline to online learning in a 
seamless manner vis-à-vis high levels of interactivity and engagement. 

Whilst preferred face to face as this is always best, I thoroughly enjoyed the virtual workshop and think 
that Richard did a fantastic job in ensuring we were engaged and participated. 


